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See now…Let me tell you something about myself. I have done strung along and strung
along. Going this way and that. Looking for a moment of quiet. Anything that would give
me peace is the thing I want. But I wasn't born to that. I was born to a time of fire.
August Wilson, THE PIANO LESSON.

Humbly dedicated to a soul who despite the 27 years of jail and all else,
has lived a worthy life: NELSON MANDELA

Setting
A cave in AFRICA
Characters
KADOGO - the soldier, 27.
OMO - the student, 19.
SSAASI - the thief, 32.
ACT ONE

Scene One
Darkness...
Dusk. A cave. Visible drawings of the Stone Age. A radio plays African music.
Dogs howl in the distance prompting the snap off of radio. Single shot of the gun,
also in distance, cuts the howling. Beat. Three rounds of rapid gunfire exchange.
KADOGO, 27, appears crawling backwards with an AK 47 gun, and a radio cassette.
HE is dressed in army attire. HE is not a brave soldier. HE is also a small man.
Bomb explosions now punctuate the gunfire. KADOGO disappears, still crawling...
OMO, 19, enters running. HE wears a school uniform. The fighting
can still be heard, but is less rapid now. OMO throws HIMSELF down, prayerfully.
OMO Oh God...
Commits sign of the cross.
In the name of the father, and of the son, and of the Holy Spirit ...
Hail Mary- Our father- Lord- the things happening over there!
Bullets striking people as if it is a game…that run through the valley of death!
Thank you for these legs, God… Almighty, you know all. You know all about me.
I no longer go to church frequently...If you make me survive this...I…I…
I'll be the most church going citizen in this country. So, please, help Enter SSAASI, 32, bleeding from a cut on his head. HE is clad in worn jeans
and a T-shirt with the words: COWBOY NEVER DIE. Also has a small box in one hand.
OMO Tina!
SSAASI No I'm not the one.
BOTH are struck with fear of each other.
OMO Toto...! You are a man.
SSAASI Oooh please, please ...
OMO This is the end.
SSAASI I should not have come here.
OMO This is death. I swear...
SSAASI Poor me, now hear swearing.
OMO In the name of the living God SSAASI I'm nothing, nothing.
OMO You are everything.
SSAASI Completely zero.
OMO You are a hero.
SSAASI Leave that OMO I only ask for one thingSSAASI Except this box, what you see is the whole of me. Nothing else…
Take…The truth is I prefer life…Dying for a box? Listen no tricks. Completely.
I'll put it down here…(Does so) I’ll go my ways.
OMO You are a soldierSSAASI No!
OMO Yes.
SSAASI Do I carry any mark?
OMO You are speaking Kiswahili.
SSAASI There is a war going on…!

Beat
Really, you also look at me. I'm not lying. I can swear. In the name
of my father and mother who are sleeping in the grave.
Does a soldier look like this? A real soldier? Ha! Soldier, kill if you want.
Me, I'm a civilian. Finished.
OMO The same with me.
SSAASI Finished, or civilian?
OMO Civilian.
Beat
Can’t you see that?
SSAASI Not like this. Hard to see…
Beat
But even you, you are speaking Swahili.
OMO To survive.
THEY laugh in awkward relief…From above, at a higher level of the cave,
KADOGO urinates at THEM.
KADOGO Hands up!! (Cocks gun) Don’t move. (HE advances) You dogs ...
I said Mikono juu!!
THEY throw their hands up, but SSAASI can only manage one.
OMO Toto ...!
SSAASI What is this now?
OMO The end.
SSAASI The what?
OMO The very end.
KADOGO Who said speak? Did I tell any of you to make noise for me?
You there with your mouth open like a fish out of water did I say you can talk?
You also. You swine with blood; did I tell you to open your mouth?
OMO and SSAASI respond non-verbally
What did I say? What-did-I-say? Answer or a bullet eats somebody!
The TWO answer at the same time.
SSAASI Mikono juu!
OMO Hands up!
KADOGO Then raise your hands, or a bullet eats you - You!
SSAASI I'm bleeding.
KADOGO You are not the first; you are not the last.
SSAASI I have raised one hand.
OMO Raise your other hand.
SSAASI I have done what I can.
OMO (Close to crying) You man! Mister - Sir take it easy with that gun - don't you see,
if he thinks you are a crimi- stubborn, he’ll shoot you; then me.
SSAASI You are born once you die once.

KADOGO menaces SSAASI with gun.
KADOGO You are born what you die what? Repeat for me… You want death?
Don't cry…you are calling death?
KADOGO moves over and kicks SSAASI in the groin, who goes down in slow agony.
OMO Toto, toto, toto!

KADOGO Looking at me like that sends my hand to the trigger...
OMO looks away.
You are calling death? A kick in your things is a simple sample. There is more.
Each like a key; to open you up… Be there thinking you can mock death.
(To neither) Order ya jeshi ni order. (To SSAASI) Repeat!
SSAASI Order ya jeshi ni order.
KADOGO You also!
OMO An order is an order.
THEY regard one another, in silence. KADOGO notices the box!
KADOGO Oh, oh. Ah, ah. Eh, eh. That box.
OMO Your box.
KADOGO That box is what?
SSAASI Don’t know.
KADOGO A bomb?
SSAASI Bo - I don't know!
KADOGO You don't know!
OMO Mister, you must know!
All THREE move from it…KADOGO figures out what to do.
KADOGO Your buttocks on your box.
SSAASI I have not looked inside…!
KADOGO Sit!
SSAASI B-b-but if there is a bomb?
KADOGO It blows you for us.
OMO God, if in there is a bomb, let it not be a bomb.
SSAASI If I refuse?
KADOGO This gun blows you.
KADOGO takes aim at SSAASI, who looks back and forth from gun to ‘bomb.’
A click of the safety-catch shows SSAASI the choice he must take; HE opts to sit.
KADOGO If those behinds get of that box, their owner gets off this earth.
SSAASI See me how I suffer...
KADOGO You are together the two of you?
OMO No, never.
SSAASI Me I move alone.
OMO Don't know that man from Adam.
KADOGO Aha! Thank you for telling me. Who-is-Adam?
OMO Adam? Adam is - Adam is KADOGO Whoever he is, wherever he is, he had better show himself…Now!
With hands up. Or I fire. Tell him to come out and save his friends!
SSAASI Guy, tell your Adam to come out before we are shot for nothing.
OMO Which Adam you also!
KADOGO You said Adam. You.
SSAASI Even these ears of mine heard.
OMO And you think those are ears!
SSAASI When it is my end you open your teeth! We all heard Adam.
OMO Yes, but – yes, actually what I said is: I don't-know-the man-from-Adam.
KADOGO Don't play, you boy, don't play.
OMO Meaning I have never seen this man before!
SSAASI And me also. Never seen that one.
KADOGO You lie, you die.

SSAASI I’m not lying.
OMO I don’t lie.
KADOGO does an inspection of THEM.
KADOGO You.
OMO Sir.
KADOGO The other empty tin thinks he is a cowboy.
OMO I can see.
KADOGO You are what?
OMO Student.
KADOGO I see a chicken…
Beat
And your friend?
SSAASI Me I have no friend here.
KADOGO You think your size scares me…
You think being bigger is a permit for you to say anything, anytime, anyhow?
OMO But it is true. I'm not his friend.
KADOGO Say what each one of you is!
OMO Him, I don’t know; me, see my uniform, speaks for it’s self.
I am a student.
KADOGO Which makes you even more dangerous!
OMO AskariKADOGO And don't insult me; I'm not an askari - that is just a guard.
A small man in the ladder of security. Do not look at me as someone that low.
Like a shadow. A scarecrow. Only good for wrestling with the cold night.
A watchman. Inside, people are at each other. Outside, the cold is at him.
They do each other, the cold does him…
OMO I beg your pardon. SoldierKADOGO And don't call me soldier!
OMO gives up whatever it is HE is trying to say
Otherwise my next urinating will be in your mouth! Or another one’s dead body.
Askari? Soldier? They call me Kadogo!
SSAASI That one I will remember: Kadogo.
KADOGO And I know the meaning of it! I may be little but pull yourself up,
if you are a man; I'll show your-dead-body how big I can become.
Pause
SSAASI I'm big for nothing me.
KADOGO Good...And in future, don’t walk around with a that face.
SSAASI I think I was born like that.
KADOGO That face disturbs my blood.
SSAASI looks down
This rat claims to be a student.
OMO I can prove it. (Reaches into pocket) Here is…
(But it is pieces of chalk that drop) Chalk…
KADOGO I know chalk!
SSAASI This one also!
OMO Here is my student I.D, you also!
KADOGO (Grabs it). Anyone, anybody who wants, can make this.
SSAASI People just forge it like that. (Snaps fingers)
Times like this, identity means nothing.

KADOGO I want yours…
SSAASI Eh ?
KADOGO Don’t ‘eh.’ Produce-your-identity-card.
SSAASI I - I do-do- don't have.
KADOGO Search him.
SSAASI Search…
OMO searches SSAASI in the pockets.
SSAASI Prefer not to carry identity. Mine is me.
KADOGO points a warning finger at HIM.
I am quiet.
KADOGO (Shreds OMO’s card). Rebels are using students to finish government
soldiers out there. Do you know that? (Throws the pieces at HIM)
Tell me why I shouldn't wipe you out?
OMO I don't want to die.
KADOGO You must be a student who comes last in the class. Like an animal’s tail.
As stupid as an elephant's behind. Farts just like that.
OMO God's mercy.
KADOGO That one was the first to forget about this land.
SSAASI May I say something?
KADOGO (Sharply turns gun on HIM) What?
OMO Keep quiet misterKADOGO You know I don’t like your face.
OMO You are going to get us killed!
SSAASI The difference is the same… I think I'm going to die anyway.
KADOGO I thought guerrillas are friends of death.
SSAASI I am not a gorilla - I'm not a rebel.
OMO Toto! Toto! So this man is a rebel.
SSAASI Never been one. Askarrr- Kadogo, maybe that one.
OMO That one which one!
SSAASI Him, not me.
OMO Die your death.
SSAASI I have been this and that - never a gorilla.
OMO Guerrilla or gorilla?
KADOGO This one is both.
SSAAS1 Never a rebel. That one there, no. You finish me because of that,
you end me for nothing. I'm telling you. (To self) I shouldn't have opened my mouth…
Killing a man for nothing.
KADOGO That is not ‘nothing,’ that blood.
SSAASI Glass cut me...! I can't even see properly now.
KADOGO Tell one more lie, and you will see.
OMO Perhaps he is not lying.
KADOGO You were also lyingOMO No, please, noKADOGO That you are not together!
OMO He said the same thing - when we met - in here - that he couldn’t see.
SSAASI True.
KADOGO Why is it that you think you can fool me?
OMO I don’t know where he came from!
SSAASI Who knows where you came from?

OMO Rock Secondary School.
KADOGO Why am I conversing with gunmen who can easily shoot me?
OMO Thunder and lightening strike me if I have ever even touched a gun.
KADOGO How many times?
OMO Times? Which times?
KADOGO The gun - how many times - how many have you killed?
OMO I just said I have never!
KADOGO Be careful!
With OMO done, it is time to work on SSAASI.
What about you?
SSAASI I'm not a rebel. I don't know a gun and a gun doesn't know me. This blood
you see, is my fault. Wanting free things. Bullets were sweeping over our heads as we
were sweeping things from a shop. Five or six of us. Looting. The others got away.
For us we struggled over a box. Me and another fool. He pushed me! Into glass.
It cut me. Still, I died with the box, under the armpit - up to this place.
KADOGO Is that box this box?
SSAASI This box is that box.
KADOG0 goes a safe distance, lies on the ground and gives instructions.
KADOGO Only the one who has ears, and does as I say, is alive.
Now you can move your size off, Mr. Big for nothing. You box, open that other box.
(OMO sets upon opening it) It is only a stupid box, fool. (OMO succeeds)
Show me whatever is in, one by one.
OMO This little watch…a photograph of some woman…condoms.
SSAASI The things we die for!
KADOGO You will die for your mouth. (Gets up) That watch, I want.
SSAASI See him looking; do as the man says.
OMO obliges.
KADOGO (Destroying the picture with his boots). This-is-the-whole-story?
SSAASI I was in pain, blood, alone, gunfire everywhere; something in me told me: 'run!'
That is the me you are seeing.
KADOGO Something in you said run.
SSAASI Some little inside voice.
OMO I know that voice.
KADOGO And that nonsense of yours said go to the cave.
SSAASI I ended up here.
KADOGO Reason?
SSAASI Reason?
KADOGO Reason!
SSAASI Eh?
KADOGO What is ‘eh’?
SSAASI Eh?
KADOGO Say ‘eh’ again! Say it, if you bulletproof…!
Why did you not run anywhere else? That is what I ask. Like – to your wife?
SSAASI Which woman with a head can take me?
KADOGO Your parents.
SSAAS1 Dead and buried.
OMO Poor man.
KADOGO Even mine are dead! You hear me?
OMO I hear you…!

KADOGO And buried - not kept in a suitcase!
A haunted man…
But it doesn’t matter; you may now go.
OMO Thank you.
SSAASI ‘Thank you?’
KADOGO Leave.
SSAASI Me I am not leaving.
OMO You man, let me go.
SSAASI Not this style.
KADOGO Turn and go.
SSAASI Go where?
KADOGO Anywhere. Go your way. Go back where each came from! I don't care.
OMO Aska- soldi- Kadogo, I do not know you are here- Never seen you.
It is our dying secret. (Offers handshake in vain) I promise.
SSAASI Up to you, but I tell you don't turn your back. If you do, you will see.
OMO (Confused). What is this again?
SSAASI We are about to die for nothing.
KADOGO ‘For nothing?’ Don't say that! Are you saying I am a madman –?
Are you saying my here, (Indicates head) does-not-work? That I am: ‘short-circuit’?
‘Wrong wires’…?
OMO I didn’t say…
KADOGO Starting with you, why are you here, anyway?
OMO Me KADOGO You. You. You.
OMO We used to come here...
KADOGO Speak properly. ‘We’...?
OMO Yes, me and ... and KADOGO And who?
OMO Tina - this is all her fault - women!
KADOGO Don't tell me about women!
Beat
What about you, cockroach?
SSAASI My friends and me, the others, we used to hide things here.
KADOGO And you also speak properly – ‘things!’
SSAASI Goods we had got - taken - you know; from other people…
Hide them, until we find a deal.
OMO Mother of God, are you standing there telling us - you man!
KADOGO You want me to take it you are a thief, but not a rebel.
SSAASI You asked me I told you. That other one said his.
I tell you mine, you turn it inside out. If you don't believe me - that is that.
Life! My legs bring me this way thinking I'll be safe in here; but now it looks either you,
or this pain, is going to kill me.
KADOGO You know nothing about meSSAASI Help me, or shoot me!
OMO Don't say shoot!
SSAASI Let him at least do what he would want done for him - if he was in my
place…Blood is running. Please stop this blood.
KADOGO I'm not the cause of the blood!
KADOG0 paces up and down, away from OMO and SSAASI.

SSAASI (To no one in particular) What is he doing?
As if counting one to ten KADOGO begins to hum to HIMSELF a tune whose
menace grows with intensity. Then suddenly...
KADOGO You!
OMO Me?
KADOGO Help that animal.
SSAASI I thank you my friend.
KADOGO Forget friend! I'm not your friend.
SSAASI Thank you - who?
KADOGO I am nobody's friend.
SSAASI Just thank you okay –
KADOGO I have no friends.
SSAASI Thanks, Kadogo.
OMO Thank and dance - if you want - but I cannot.
SSAASI If it is dancing, I will dance.
OMO I don’t care if you dance standing on a needle.
Beat.
KADOGO Help-the-man.
SSAASI Yes!
OMO I will not. I'm not a doctor. I'm a student.
KADOGO You see this? They cry: ' yala yala-soldiers are bad, yele yele-army men
have no heart, yili yili-they have stones instead, yulu yulu-they are born by animals,
yolo yolo-a good soldier is a dead one!'
You help them to help themselves; they grow big heads.
SSAASI They let others die.
OMO Maybe, but my head has always been this size.
KADOGO What is your name young man?
OMO Omo.
KADOGO Omo is a washing powder. What is your name; don't make me ask again!
OMO Omo-Omoding. Omo is same as Omoding - in short!
KADOGO You are clever.
OMO Even at school.
KADOGO But no discipline!
OMO I have discipline. At school they know me for special discipline.
KADOGO slaps OMO.
KADOGO That will discipline you properly. You need maximum discipline.
I told you to help that man. Learn; when you are told to do something do it.
Especially when you told by an armed man. That is the discipline that saves an army.
OMO (Close to crying). That is your discipline...army type, orders.
My discipline, school kind, teaches me to consider what I'm going to do.
What it may mean. I don't do then think. I think then do.
SSAASI I’m dying.
OMO Die…!
SSAASI I’m in bad pain!
OMO Be!
SSAASI What if it was you?
OMO I would be in the pain!
KADOGO Tie the man's head.
OMO He can do it himself.

SSAASI Would I be begging…? I would cry, but who cares?
The world can do anything with me now!
OMO I came here for my life!
KADOGO Stop the blood.
OMO I know what you want. I help him, and then we are together. Him, me.
I touch him, and you convince yourself. I'm not going to be killed like that.
I told you, I don't know the man from Ad - ever since - and I don't care about him!
SSAASI Die doing a good thing.
OMO You carry that head for nothing? Can’t you see it…?
If I touch you: I’m finished, you are finished; we are both finished.
Stalemate. KADOGO has to work this out…and needs HIS menacing
tune to enable the task. HE figures out something.
KADOGO You, Omoding - Omo...?
OMO My name.
KADOGO Have you ever been slapped properly?
OMO I'll do it!
KADOGO A slap that changes your life?
OMO Let me do it.
KADOGO Turns you into something you had no plan of becoming?
OMO No slapping, I saidKADOGO A slap that makes your blood boil?
OMO I'll do it!
OMO wets HIMSELF, and that is the only reason KADOGO does not slap HIM.
KADOGO I can make you drink your urine.
OMO But don’t slap…please…I’m good…I’m soft…I’m disciplined…
KADOGO supplies the orders; OMO carries them out…
The action is akin to a military drill.
KADOGO Shoes off…!
OMO God knows...
KADOGO Socks off…!
OMO Oh toto ...
KADOGO Tie socks together…
OMO Toto, toto, toto…
KADOGO And use on that thief!
SSAASI I’d do the same for you; promise.
OMO (Fixing SSAASI, talking to self) God in heaven you must be angry.
SSAASI Ouch!
OMO But for how long do you punish?
SSAASI Be kind.
KADOGO No orders from you!
Silence
OMO Finished
SSAASI That is much better. Let me see…that is the thing!
OMO Toto! Not even thanks?
SSAASI Okay, thank you. What does it mean ... toto? (No answer)
Omo, toto is what? Eh?
KADOGO Answer!
OMO Mother...
SSAASI Mother? You mean -

OMO Mother! Mother! Ma-toto, Mom-toto, Mayi-toto, Mama-toto;
what do you call yours!
OMO So you come from the east. (Offers handshake) You don’t look like them.
OMO (Slaps hand away). Do I look like your grandmother?
SSAASI Now where did my grandmother come from? I only saidOMO Leave me! As if you look like a cowboy.
SSAASI Abuse.
OMO You know this is war. A time when you can live or die because of where
you come from. Because of the language you speak or cannot speak.
SSAASI But all of us are speaking Swahili in here.
OMO Then leave where I come from alone.
SSAASI In my eyes, all that is innocent…it is the people.
KADOGO Which people?
SSAASI The people who do not like other people.
KADOGO Hard to like if you are hated.
OMO I swear no hatred.
SSAASI I am the one who will never hate.
KADOGO My ears heard very well, and none said like; the word was hate.
SSAASI My body feels bad news coming.
KADOGO Oh don’t even say! Bad news is seeing a Newspaper headline:
"BAD NEWS SO AND SO IS BACK!"
And he is from where this 'so and so'...? North… To some of you, we stopped being
people; no longer human ... we became Northerners - see their eyes - I’m from north!
Yes, north!
SSAASI Surely people can come from anywhere.
OMO It is the same country.
KADOGO But “Northerners this; northerners that: northerners quarra-quarra.”
So from there you see an enemy, from here I see two.
Awkward silence
SSAASI Me I have no enemies.
OMO I had no choice. I found myself on God's earth.
KADOGO Two against one- no, (Wields gun) two against two.
OMO Take it easy.
KADOGO Why the talk? Let’s finish each other.
OMO If you look at it I’m an Easterner, true, but my parents did that.
Papa and toto; how, is their business…I believe one God, one country.
KADOGO This country bleeds and cries and dies... Everyone's hands are in this mess.
SSAASI That one there, true.
KADOGO Who sent you to tell me what is true, what is not?
SSAASI Nobody.
KADOGO Nobody even knows your name.
SSAASI Er…me? Name?
KADOGO Even dogs have names.
SSAASI Oh yes, given to them by people, but the same people dislike being called dogs.
KADOGO If you are playing SSAASI Playing? I fear to play with one who has a gun.
OMO Then why risk - no, nothing.
KADOGO What?
OMO Nothing!

KADOGO Tell where you come from. Without hiding, without deceiving.
SSAASI I'm going to tell you! I'm going to say. I'm saying. Me, no side. Mixed blood.
In fact I speak five languages even.
KADOGO I don't want all that. Place. Tribe.
SSAASI But if I say ... I have not forgotten what that one said.
That you can live or die because of OMO But what is wrong with you man? Pulling me into your shit. Every time.
I hate you - for that.
SSAASI But it is true. I say, and he shoots.
OMO Then get away from my back!
HE shoves which creates a scuffle in which SSAASI is trying to use OMO
as a shield. OMO struggles to go free. This incites KADOGO to have gun at the ready,
in case. The THREE shout. Until buttons on OMO’s shirt break off.
My buttons...!
SSAASI What about my life?

KADOGO Try that again, and you will get it! Something simple.
You monkeys are still alive because of me. Nobody else.
If I decide, nothing can save you. Not even the Pope!
Where do you come from?
SSAAS1 My father is from central, my mother was from west.
KADOGO He is east. You: west, central, all over the place - real thief
SSAASI opts for the funny side of the matter, and finds laughter to show for it.
KADOGO adds to it, but from a point of view of mockery. OMO is unsure, but joins in.
KADOGO (Indicating head) My here works.
SSAASI Yes, very much! (To OMO) He is funny!
HIS laughter is faded by KADOGO’S placement of gun muzzle under HIS nostril.
KADOGO (For OMO) If you move, I’ll pull the trigger, and his blood is on your hands!
SSAASI OmoOMO Don’t call my name!
SSAASI I’ll not call your name, but don’t move - for me. I would do the same for you…
That is my dying promise to you.
OMO somehow does not move.
KADOGO And my promise is to shoot you, if you continue hiding your name.
SSAASI Ssaasi.
KADOGO Meaning?
SSAAS1 My name.
KADOGO Nobody is called that. Ssaasi means bullet!
SSAAS1 It’s not my name, I mean…
KADOGO You want me to open your head and find what you mean for myself?
SSAASI It's what do you call it? Wait!
OMO Speak! Can't you say your name? Don't you know your name?
If you get me killed!
SSAASI Fear!
OMO You fear your name!
SSAASI Yes! I mean I fear - I forget - I'm finking! Ugh, thinking…
Name they give because something happen to you. Help you also!

They call and call, and then everyone forgets your real name.
OMO Nickname.
KADOGO Nickname?
SSAASI That one!
KADOGO eases gun, walks away, but suddenly turns again.
KADOGO Ssaasi is no nickname; it is your trickname.
SSAASI It is the war of 1967. An army man walks into my father's homestead one day,
during the unrest. All run away. The whole village has heard about this long demon.
Monster of a man. Mrefu, they called him, because he was tall; like a telephone treeOMO Pole- telephone pole.
KADOGO This is not a school, sir.
OMO You are right. Talk man.
SSAASI In those days you had to be tall to join.
OMO Ssaasi!
SSAASI I'm sorry! Anyway my father - hm - he returned.
KADOGO Take away! I have run from danger, why go back?
SSAASI Because of me ... they had all run leaving a baby behind - me.
The long one has me in his hands. My poor father begs! Promises anything –
even if it is to be found at the end of this earth. Mrefu laughs.
He asks my father to play with him, calling it a game to prove
who the father of me really is. That if I am father's flesh, his blood, his son,
and not the neighbour's; nothing would go wrong…
And, like that, he throws me into the air!
OMO Toto! No…
KADOGO And this is your ghost telling us now?
SSAASI The grass thatch roof of my brother's hut saved me. I landed there.
That helped my father to get me before I crashed to the ground.
OMO Lucky.
SSAASI But like that, my father is seeing a small gun in this man's hands – ‘bastola.’
OMO Pistol- oh, sorry.
KADOGO Do you want to tell it!
SSAASI Father is wet now. Sweating from here to nowhere; and is begging him,
with all the begging in the world, not to harm the child - me.
KADOGO Don’t make a song, we know the child is you!
SSAASI I hear, the man said children of the enemy would grow to finish his people.
He will kill me now, so that his people are free the coming years...
KADOGO Aha?
SSAASI The madman shoots! My father shields me - with his body. Again Mrefu fires!
Again my father uses his body to shield me. And again. Three agains,
and my father taking it three times…
KADOGO Finish your lies, I’m waiting to finish you.
SSAASI Truth only.
KADOGO You said you escaped bullets many times.
SSAASI True…
KADOGO You see fools here.
SSAASI I’m telling true – truth.
KADOGO Aha!
SSAASI Early 70’s, my mother escaped firing squad with me tied to her back.
Late 70’s, three of us through gunfire, we go looting…only me comes back.

80s: our neighbour is taken to the front line. He leaves me to look after his house.
Schools close. His daughter comes back home…
One day, he returns. Just like that. Some people also; no warning, no message no anything to say I am coming back - he finds me sweating on top of her!
He shoots one of his pigs as I'm running through the pigs.
People who know me know these things…and so the name Ssaasi.
OMO You are real bullets, Ssaasi, but me, men like that cruel man – Mrefu –
make me I don’t know what!
SSAASI When things changed, the villagers led by my relatives,
went to his place one night; and his body was scattered all over the place.
OMO Died badly, your father.
SSAASI He lived another ten years. But those three bullets left him a lame, helpless man.
And me, what did I do for him? I dropped out of school. Stupid me left school.
OMO Your brother is he alive?
SSAASI Brother ...
OMO The brother of the roof.
SSAASI This is not party time, this is wartime; who knows where who is?
OMO I think you are a lucky man.
SSAASI I think I'll be killed by a bullet.
KADOGO I think if you give me a reason to shoot you, I will.
Silence. Broken by a dog barking, off. It yelps, supposedly from a kick or stone.
The THREE watch from the safety of their cave. Desperate alarms versus hammering
on door. Wailing child. Woman's plea against threatening male voices….
KADOGO, OMO and SSAASI draw together…off, a receding Man's voice
pleading now…woman's alarm again, which is cut by single shot in the air. Silence.
Dog barks again. Another shot in the air. KADOGO hits the ground for cover.
It takes SSAASI only a fraction of a glance to follow suit. OMO, however,
remains in the same position, watching. Silence from the ‘valley of death.’
In the cave, The THREE realise how close together THEY are…THEY break up…
OMO That was sick...! Sick as can be...What are we doing on earth…?
What are we doing with our lives…? And you know, they were talking...
Not crowing; or croaking - Talking...!
THEY begin to steadily freak out – in various degrees…however,
all THREE are quite unaware of the fact.
OMO One day I was born; today, I cannot even sleep.
SSAAS1 Cowboy never die. If he die, never rot. If he rot, never smell.
In a time fire, I never sleep. If I sleep, I do it on my feet.
KADOGO I don't want to sleep. Commandos don't waste time sleeping. I don't sleep.
I listen to my radio all night. Time to sleep, you two can snore here. Me, up there.
I stay awake. Alert. Twenty four hours. If anything moves, death. No otherwise.
Shoot first, then think. If anything comes, I will be ready.
I'm ready. You hear me? Ever ready!
THREE lost men.
OMO Can’t this cave crush in; or open up and swallow one…?
SSAASI begins to laugh…
This whole idea of death playing with us, like cat and rat - it is chewing me…!
KADOGO swiftly moves over and sweeps the laughing SSAASI of the ground
with a military kick.
KADOGO Laugh at me again – laugh!

SSAASI Him; not you!
KADOGO My here works (indicates head) use yours.
SSAASI I try so hard!
KADOGO I caught your eyes looking at me.
SSAASI Me I’m – I was laughing at that boy!
KADOGO Next time laugh properly.
OMO Or just don’t laugh; I see nothing funny…only fear.
KADOGO I fear nothing!
OMO But I fear… (Close to crying) Everybody fears…
You are saying you do not, because you have a gun.
KADOGO Gun? What gun? (Rips sleeve and bares arm revealing three talismans)
Tell me about this! My talismans. All the spirits tied in here.
OMO God is seeing all this Satan in your hands.
KADOGO Guarantee. Nothing can touch me. This is all the guns in the world.
Take this gun and shoot me – if you want – see if I’ll die.
I have shown you what looks after me. Here!
OMO is unable to take the gun. HE looks toward the ‘valley of death.’
The other TWO are also compelled to look toward this lurking uncertainty of,
life and death.
OMO What if they come here?
SSAASI Who?
OMO Any one. Any side.
KADOGO Five days I have been here. Nobody. Nothing.
My peace is disturbed from when you two frogs came.
SSAASI Let’s become ghosts!
OMO This is serious!
SSAASI And me! We sing into the night, on top of our voices.
They will think we are ghosts. That will create fear. We add one more night to our lives.
OMO Satan.
SSAASI The gang and me, we used to play that trick. People feared this cave,
and I tell you the things were safe. If they were stolen again, that was one of us.
OMO Why don’t we just pray?
KADOGO We are in a cave, not a church!
SSAASI It is singing that answers anything.
OMO You don’t know anything!
SSAASI If burst into a song properly like this!
OMO God is the answer.
KADOGO You take his God somewhere else.
OMO You are not the first to mock God.
SSAASI God, Allah, lubale, mungu, muranga, kibumba, were, rubanga, sango,
chi, lugaba, what-what; he helps those who help themselves.
OMO God is not ‘what – what’
KADOGO I have shown you my god!
Neither is listening to the others from now. Their actions gradually build into an
intensity akin to competition. Soon THEY become gibberish and finally appear possessed!!!
SSAASI There is a time for war;
|A time to sing
KADOGO: I wave this talisman
Through the air

OMO: The lord is my shepherd
I shall not want.
KADOGO I invoke all the spirits bound
From the first to the last.
OMO My heart is full of wrath,
But may your will be done on earth.
SSAASI Moja, mbili, tatu; inne, tano, sita
Saba, nanne, tisa, habari ya January
KADOGO Fire-courage! Water-life!
Blood~sacrifice! Sun-energy!
OMO You know I am worthless,
But I know this is not hopeless.
SSAASI Mbere mbira mbulira mwana alira
Mwana alira, alirira tu wee-tu wee
KADOGO Moon-hope! Stars-guidance!
Air-largeness! Wind-speed!
OMO Spare us the blunders,
Shower your wonders.
SSAASI Tunge-tunge-tunge
Tungerere tunge
KADOGO Cold-hardness! Heat-strength!
Rain-tears! Rainbow-security!
OMO From genesis to revelations
Your wonders rule the situations.
SSAASI Mpo, mpo, mpo ntema omuti
Omuti omufuduma…
OMO This is not a play,
I know not how to pray.
SSAASI Twinkle twinkle little star
How I wonder what you are
KADOGO Ancestors, do not rest,
To rest is to desert.
Blackout

Scene Two
Night…
Only the low tone of the radio disturbs the silence. The song is the same
as the one at the beginning of the play. The radio is visible, but no sign of KADOGO.
OMO and SSAASI at the same level of the cave. OMO is lying down. SSAASI is seated,
blowing a condom.
SSAASI What do you think?
OMO No - have you ever heard the word ‘no’? No!
SSAASI This is our chance!
OMO Better safe, than sorry.
SSAASI I am cowboy; be a ninja.

OMO Simple. Don't trouble ‘trouble.’
SSAASI No hero in you at all?
OMO I am a super coward.
SSAASI It is now up to us.
OMO There is no ‘us’…!
SSAASI What is your problem?
OMO I hate the way I am so shaken.
SSAASI In wartime, that is normal.
OMO Normal…watching that man being dragged to his end!
SSAASI Every dog, its day.
OMO I was wanting to help…
SSAASI Let us help us now – now!
OMO Too dangerous.
SSAASI Right from birth, danger and me, we keep close company.
Where one is the other is present. One is the other. I am danger, and danger is me.
OMO No danger like death.
SSAASI Each war, Mr. Death and me came face to face. We know each other well
by now. Death knows me, I know him. I have seen what he can do. The power he has.
Somehow, he passes me...this time, I'll die...
OMO Your Mr death told you this?
SSAASI Let me tell you who death is; death is the people of this world. I have met mine.
OMO You are still alive.
SSAASI I wonder why he has not killed me yet? Something in him hates me.
In my bones, I can finish him, but a man who urinates on people…and that gun!
He has a gun.
OMO He does. Now leave me. My body is gone. (Takes sleeping position)
SSAASI What about escape?
OMO That radio…!
SSAASI He is using it to fool us.
OMO You heard the man's orders.
SSAASI You want to be his fool.
OMO I don’t want to be yours
SSAASI That little man must be dead asleep.
OMO You are on your own.
SSAASI I'll leave you here.
OMO My greetings to the dead.
SSAASI He won’t shoot me! That was just threats.
OMO Die; if you want - alone.
SSAASI He is asleep.
OMO Why keep saying that? How do you know?
SSAASI He listened to the news, I could hear him. Now the music, I cannot hear him.
OMO No problem for me there.
SSAASI Listen to me! Radios play themselves...
People use radios to make thieves think they are at home. I know that trick!
OMO Good luck.
SSAASI Don't sleep on this luck!
OMO The man might not even be where you think.
SSAASI Here is the plan: together, we go…quietly. I grab the gun. You hit him. Hard.
OMO Why should I trust the gun in your hands?

SSAASI Okay, you the gun, I smash him - to nothing.
OMO Why should you trust the gun in my hands?
SSAASI Trust me.
OMO I don't know you.
SSAASI Trust you?
OMO You-don't-know-me.
Silence and radio. SSAASI makes a decision.
SSAASI Can you keep a secret? (No reply). Omo.
OMO Find some sleep!
SSAASI Omoding
OMO Don't disturb. Dreaming time.
SSAASI Trust is risk.
OMO Dreaming of Tina.
SSAASI Let us go and settle things with the little man.
OMO If it was a dark night maybe. Moon is out!
OMO settles for sleep; SSAASI makes a very important decision.
SSAASI You can keep a secret - I hope. (No reply). I'm going to open myself to you...
Can you keep a secret? (No reply). Serious, very deep secret, can you keep it?
Hide it between the buttocks and die with it - no matter what?
Ensures KADOGO is not by any chance ‘spying,’ draws an identity card
from inside his thigh, but still gets no reply.
People are not what you think... My real name is –
But OMO is gone, with sleep.
All you know is toto...
Looks again, KADOGO! HE hurriedly hides the card in HIS back pocket,
and takes sleeping position like a child discovered by parents at official sleeping time.
KADOGO approaches, gun in hand…Radio is still playing…What is actually happening
is that KADOGO is Sleep-walking. HE ventures into a coup, where he is the ‘hero.’
KADOGO: Your Excellency;
I salute you in the name of death.
Come out of the closet,
It's only a little man called Kadogo...
Do not try anything General Milambo:
Outside is a battalion of boys,
Waiting like hungry hyenas!
Excellency, look me in the eyes...
We die like insects,
But you refuse to end a war,
From which you are hiding!
I am the one who changes all that:
Not like the incident of Anwar Sadat,
Ended in full public view,
Hosting a national function;
Or the case of Samuel Doe,
Chopped without meaning to pieces…
Is that fear on your face?
I'll be kind: - once, twice, thrice...
The counting above denotes the shooting. No gun shots. He enacts shooting
with each number. Thereafter, He addresses the nation…

Fellow citizens- girl or boy, man or woman, young or old: dry your tears.
No more bloody blood of Dictator Milambo.
The military command has begged me to be life President. But, I say ten years. Only.
Then erections – I mean elections…!
Reasons for ending dictator Milambo: not one, or ten, or a hundred, but nine reasons.
Nine reasons I want this nation to remember:
(Counting of HIS fingers).
He was dictator.
To end the war.
Nobody knows his parents.
The name Milambo means dead bodies.
First class womaniser.
Save nation from wailing.
Dicta - already said, that one, er ... what is the word - terrorist.
Eight...I have forgotten.
Nine: dictator shot, and killed, the last president.
HE returns to HIS sleeping position.
Blackout.

Scene Three
A struggle, between OMO and SSAASI, below. OMO physically manhandles
SSAASI, who would rather not fight back. KADOGO wakes, gun at the ready.
OMO Kill me, you bad man.
KADOGO What is that?
SSAASI I'm sorry.
KADOGO (Goes to THEM) I'm asking!
OMO I want this man to end my life.
SSAASI Omo, Omo, have you ever been wrong? I accept my mistake…
OMO We'll fight until the sun goes down.
SSAASI Beat if you want. I cannot fight.
KADOGO (Cocks gun. THEY stop) Maggots. Jiggers. Rubbish. Vomit-!
SSAASI I wronged him.
OMO He tried to climb me!
KADOGO Repeat for me!
OMO People! Yesterday I risk with your wound. Today, you try to tamper with my
behind. That is how you thank me? Thank you!
SSAASI What can convince you that I'm sorry? Look, I fear the dead. Let
me swear by my father and mother who are in the grave
KADOGO Just tell why you behaved that way? Animal.
SSAASI Jail. Bad experience I had there… (Breaks down) I fought with all my life!
But…they overpowered me.
KADOGO And- You- Go to that boy!
Shoves SSAASI towards OMO.

SSAASI I’m going to the boyKADOGO Look at his face. Close. Closer. Look at that face. Look. Hard.
Until your eyes pain. You saw his face among those prisoners?
OMO My face has always been on my head!
SSAASI Bad dream I swear!
KADOGO Dream? Shall we all just do anything we dream?
SSAASI I am - so wrong!
OMO Wrong is nice. You are criminal.
KADOGO Criminals down! On your fours, like an animal. That is an order.
SSAASI follows each order.
Bark, dog, bark…moo cow moo… Good. Goat. He-goat on heat, I want that.
More, more, more! Ha, ha, Omo; this animal is a real animal!
SSAASI Omo I cry to you, tell him nothing happened.
OMO Never be that animalistic again.
SSAASI To my grave; never.
OMO Kadogo, nothing happened. I woke up. Then also, the man is sorry.
KADOGO This is my territory! I’m not ordinary in here – like you.
I, am the commander in chief. I, give the orders. Ssaasi, is right now before the military
tribunal.
I, am not doing this for you…This thief is here telling me dreams- bad dreamsI should shoot him, if so.
SSAASI But you are not going to shootOMO Toto! Don’t challenge the man!
SSAASI Not that, there is a cease-fire.
KADOGO Ho! (Runs to cover exit) Cease-fire? How did you know that? Quickly.
SSAASI Your radio, last night. You listened to the news. I could hear.
OMO Is that why I have heard no gunfire since sunrise?
KADOGO You want to hear it?
OMO Not on me!
SSAASI Omo!
OMO Sorry, just no.
KADOGO Ssaasi, you thief, you think so called cease-fire matters? That it rules me?
In here, I rule! Cease-fire, or no cease-fire...Lie down if you do not want to meet the dead.
Now!
SSAASI and OMO hit the ground.
Maybe you know of a soldier called Hondo, maybe you don't.
SSAASI Don't know Hondo the soldier, but I know the name and the meaning.
OMO What is the meaning, Ssaasi?
SSAASI is unsure whether to say or not.
KADOGO Tell him.
SSAASI Hondo, means war.
KADOGO War. Hondo was war on two legs. Last war,
Hondo shot a boy for a cigarette. Hondo wants a smoke, boy asks for money.
Hondo says ‘no money.’ Boy insists ‘to die from poverty, better to die from a bullet’
Hondo gives him his wish. One! In the head - during a cease-fire...
That boy’s dead body said nothing. If I shot you now, nothing more.
Dead bodies don't talk. Cease-fire... Just words...
Men like Hondo, or even me, can cease a cease-fire.
Up! Not you, pumpkin head, Omo. Ssaasi, stay down.

OMO (Gets up) I’m thankful.
KADOGO Hondo's victim was running.
OMO I'm running nowhere!
KADOGO Good. I can see you are trying to live. Omo, promoted. Vice - to me.
Come to your head. Salute me. Vice, take this belt; tie that POW. Tie-the-man. '
SSAASI Look at this boy. You are now standing there for what? An order is an order.
KADOGO Tie the man before the animal in his eyes bursts out!
OMO ties SSAASI up.
I have him covered. Whatever you do, don't make this gun go off. Omo,
don't cover target. Bullet doesn't know who is who. Strikes anything in the way.
Ssaasi, I don’t like you thinking two cocks do well in the same yard.
SSAASI Your cock is more cock than my cock. I have no cock.
Yours is the cockiest cock. The only cock.
OMO The man has run out of cocks.
KADOGO I really hope so. Trying to scare me - with cease fire.
SSAASI The radio.
KADOGO I know the radio said! It is my radio. I was listening to it. Some woman's
voice claimed the government and rebels are to sign a peace agreement today.
I always listen to it. Why then do you have to repeat it to me? Don't tell me,
I will tell you. Because you think you are a cowboy.
SSAASI I am nothing.
KADOGO Because you want me to know that you know.
Because you think if you make me know that I know that you know,
then you will have some power - over me. Be cowboy ...
If you think a cowboy shits cakes.
SSAASI I remain nothing.
KADOGO That's not what I see! I see a cowboy. Advertised.
SSAASI Oh, this silly T-shirt. I don't like it. Might have been a gift.
Could be stolen even. Looting I think. Borrowed. I would never buy something like this.
Not my style. I don't care about this lousy T-shirt in anyway.
KADOGO If I tell Omo to tear it off, don't cry.
SSAASI I never cry me.
KADOGO Omo do it.
OMO hesitates.
SSAASI Which school did you go to? Do as he says!
OMO goes over and starts to rip the T-shirt off.
Tear. It is just a T - shirt. Tear. If my life is in there. Tear. I would do the same for you.
That is the spirit boy ... that is the way ... I would do the same for you…Tear!
KADOGO I still see the cowboy.
OMO To be fair I see a half-naked man.
KADOGO Become his lawyer. This started with you, Mr pleader.
The way you were if you had the gun, he would be dead before anyone finishes saying
cease-fire!
Something I'll believe when it happens.
OMO Don’t say; they are not serious?
KADOGO Look at it: President Milambo, Rebel leader Mukamtagara.
SSAASI sighs heavily.
What?
SSAASI Nothing!

KADOGO A mad general against a rebel sick in the head.
Both are gunmen. They believe in war, as the only way. As they finish theirs,
I want to finish this small one. Order of command: Omo, slap Ssaasi for me.
OMO No.
KADOGO Don’t worry, I am here.
OMO No!
SSAASI What do you mean no?
OMO What do I mean no? I mean no!
SSAASI Slap! An order is an order. Slap me.
OMO I don't slap people!
SSAASI Imagine dying for a slap. The dead will laugh at us.
OMO Crazy teacher slapped my brother in school; up to today the boy has one ear.
The other ear - deaf.
SSAASI Deafness is nothing. Make me deaf, but slap.
OMO Slaps scare me!
SSAASI Not me!
OMO Slap yourself! If again you ask me to slap you...
I will …kick you where it hurts - where you were kicked.
SSAASI Tough is tough. Slap!
KADOGO Saint Omoding, fears slaps. We shall not slap. But cowboy claims
toughness. Be tough. We have seen men tough and willing to die for what they believe in.
But there are others tough and willing to kill them.
SSAASI My toughness is out.
OMO spits.
KADOGO Your rotten stomach spoils the air, the boy spits - lick it!
SSAASI My life is a crime. Punish.
OMO Why don't we just find something easier to eat?
SSAASI Because I was born with a face for him to hate.
KADOGO Hate is nothing. Your face is a face of death.
SSAASI That is accident of birth.
KADOGO Say that to your tribe!
Again KADOGO’S haunted nature surfaces…
SSAASI If this is my life, this is my life. Tell me what you want, and I'll do it!
KADOGO Fine, two things: lick that away, or eat your ‘cowboyness.’
OMO Not for my sins. (Erases spit with his foot) Now you have one thing.
KADOGO Omo, don't rub out your luck. Ssaasi, respect your words.
SSAASI I’m hungry, really, but not for clothe.
KADOGO Eat your words.
OMO Look we could just throw this cowboy stuff away. It stinks!
SSAAS1 That is my life you are talking about!
OMO throws it to the ground.
KADOGO Pick it up! Do not make me join you together.
OMO does as ordered.
KADOGO Senior fool, eat or be eaten. Junior fool, feed him.
OMO I'm sorry.
SSAASI Save me your mouth, and do as the man says!
OMO puts shirt in SSAASI’S mouth. At that time, jubilation from without!
OMO dashes over to see. KADOGO goes to the radio. SSAASI is left there,

shirt in mouth. OMO sings GO TELL IT ON THE MOUNTAINS as SSAASI lets shirt
fall and tries to draw HIS attention, because known to only SSAASI, HIS I.D card –
the one HE denied having - has dropped!
OMO Go tell it on the mountains...
SSAASI Omo ... !
OMO Over the hills and every where...
SSAASI Omoding ... !
OMO Go tell it on the mountains ...
SSAASI Friend ...!
OMO The wonders God has done...
SSAASI Brother...!
KADOGO Shut up!
SSAASI shoots down to the ground, to hide the dreaded card.
KADOGO News report says peace talks successful.
President Milambo and rebel leader Mukamtagara shook hands.
Again SSAASI sighs heavily!
KADOGO Why keep making that noise, swine?
SSAASI Eh?
KADOGO Don’t ‘eh,’ answer!
SSAASI Peace talks!
OMO sighs, unknowingly pulling SSAASI off the hook.
KADOGO That is peace jokes!!
It dawns on OMO
OMO Are you telling meKADOGO I tell you one of them is doing something the other cannot see.
OMO But you are not God.
KADOGO If time proves me wrong, cut off my right hand.
OMO (Close to crying) God - This whole war business is it an everlasting curse…
Some endless punishment…? The rest of life goes by…Us, we are looking at one
thing war…Mother of God pray for us sinners, now and at the hour of our death!
KADOGO This would be a good place to die.
OMO Sssasi?
SSAASI Me?
OMO You called me for what,
SSAASI No. I did not.
KADOGO You called him! I heard…and why did you go down like that?
SSAASI Your voice…when you said 'shut up,' it-it was like-like-like thunder.
KADOGO You must see a child, when you look at me.
Pushes HIM over with foot. Picks card from under SSAASI.
SSAASI I can explain!
KADOGO See this! Why am I not surprised? Read this Omo.
OMO Toto! Toto!
KADOGO I don’t see your mother there, read.
SSAASI I am not the one.
KADOGO That face. (Kicks SSAASI in the belly) Do you know how much time
I spent worrying about your face? Omo read.
SSAASI Please…!
OMO Mu-ka-mtagara.

KADOGO All the time, your face…eating me; now I know.
OMO Mukamtagara is signing peace.
KADOGO The same nameSSAASI That there is not me, here!
KADOGO Almost the same face!
SSAASI The truth is with me.
OMO What truth! I fear you so much if I was the one with the gun – I fear for you.
SSAASI Omo, he is my brother - the one of the grass roof. But - I'm not him,
he is not me... When the army rustled our neighbour’s cattle, he got angry,
and picked a gun saying he is going to put things right. He went into the bush,
and like that, he had become a rebel. I did not; I refused – I am the good one.
KADOGO This man is danger.
SSAASI My father and mother, before they went to the grave, told my brother and me
never to pick the gun. That those who live by the sword, die by the sword. I had already
dropped
out school; I feared to let them down, again. Don’t make me like this…
KADOGO does that menacing ‘one to ten’ tune of HIS.
KADOGO Time to go.
OMO Where?
SSAASI Yes, where?
KADOGO Out of here!
(Starts to drag him)
OMO With me, I can’t leave.
SSAASI You are leaving to me die! Remember death, Omo? Don't leave me now.
OMO You lied to me about your name.
KADOGO You lied about not having an identity card.
SSAASI Fear. An identity card - with that name? You would shoot me! Straight.
KADOGO You don’t know me!
SSAASI You have heard, with your own ears.
Now follow – and see – with your own eyes.
OMO I neither believe my eyes, nor my ears.
KADOGO Snake, move.
SSAASI I would do the same for you.
OMO I don't know who you are.
SSAASI I'm Ssaasi!
OMO You could be Napoleon, Bokassa, Amin or Hitler.
SSAASI Mukamtagara - brother of Mukamtagara - if you want!
OMO Which one is you?
SSAASI I'm the man you shared your fear with…Omo…Omoding…I’m me!
Every body lies…you also lied…Remember; remember saying you hate seeing a man
being dragged to his death…!
HE is dragged off.
Blackout.

ACT TWO
Scene One
Afternoon…
Rain storm, thunder and lightening, from without the cave.
Scribbled on the walls of the cave are the words:
‘MY TINA
PLEASE WAIT HERE
YOUR OMO’
OMO is seated, folded up. Before HIM a bunch of bananas. HE is at the task of
eating a couple of bananas. Thinking. HE pushes bananas aside. Throws cowboy
T-shirt, which covers the bananas…HE kneels, commits sign of the cross, decides
otherwise, gets up, goes to erase the wording.
OMO Tina… I, Omoding, would face this rain - or anything - for you…
Where are you…? You are the one who said not to be brave. To run, run; run.
Up to this place. Then together, we shall run…I followed your plan…I risked all…
I am here. Do I now wait forever? Don’t make me give up, Tina…Appear!!!
HE gets up, and goes to erase the wording… Thunder. Lightening. Rain…
A helmet is tossed in…
OMO Toto…!
KADOGO Omo…alone…? (OMO but offers no reply). Answer…! If you are
alone, throw back that helmet; if nothing, I come in firing!
OMO is propelled into running over, and tossing the helmet toward the direction
from which it was thrown in…Enter KADOGO, wet and muddy.
KADOGO You are still here; I have come for one thing
OMO What thing?
HE goes past OMO
KADOGO And I’m leaving Something makes KADOGO stop.
Smell of bananas!
OMO uncovers them from under cowboy T- shirt, but holds onto them like a
selfish child.
OMO They are my bananas.
KADOGO I want some
OMO I risked my life! Trusting the Mother of God, I dashed out of here KADOGO You went out there?
OMO Hail Mary on my lips.
KADOGO You came back in here?

OMO Holy Mary on my lips; but in my hands, bananas.
KADOGO Big why, and I want a big because.
OMO This where my girl told me to meet her –
KADOGO Tell me bananas not women.
OMO Hunger. Dying of hunger is also fearsome.
KADOGO I’m hungry.
OMO Be.
KADOGO Don’t say, ‘be;’ offer.
OMO I was not offered, I barter traded a watch!
KADOGO What is a watch?
Removes the one on His wrist and tosses it over.
OMO
(Shaking it)Fake. (Retrieves Bananas). An old woman gave the bananas to me –
not for nothing, for my watch.
KADOGO Wait. Let me see. (Shakes and examines it couple of times)
Ssaasi stole, I grabbed, it jams (throws it away). What do I have left now?
OMO Nothing
KADOGO Except the gun.
OMO Guns and me, no way. Keep your gun; I keep my bananas. What is for Caesar is
for Caesar.
KADOGO Foolish boy. Now I know why Hondo shot that cigarette boy.
OMO Kadogo, eat, all!
OMO surrenders the bananas …KADOGO begins to eat the bananas.
KADOGO Food is life and death, like the gun.
OMO Kadogo, please don’t kill me: not for bananas, not for Ssaasi.
Bananas, I have given you. Ssaasi, I don’t know, I don’t want to be next.
You killed the man - you killed him.
KADOGO Fool.
OMO Complete fool that man.
KADOGO Not him, you.
OMO Give me a chance to make peace with God first.
KADOGO This gun. (Lowers gun).
OMO I’m grateful. (Kneels).
KADOGO No, no, my friend…
OMO Only one little prayer like this.
KADOGO You think I am going to kill you becauseOMO You think I might reveal it. But let’s make a deal. You and me.
KADOGO Did you see the man die?
OMO My life, and what happened becomes our dying secret.
KADOGO Did you see me shoot him?
OMO I will not. I refuse from here; I’ll not betray you for a dead fellow.
KADOGO Are you in a position to point at his body?
OMO The dead belong to the dead.
KADOGO You know nothing about me.

OMO Completely. I am no witnessKADOGO Close your mouth and listen! ‘Witness’ – did you witness the man being
killed by me? Look at his mouth. Open like fish out of water. So what if I killed him?
Last government overthrow, our tribe saw days! Where were you?
That Ssaasi - people from his area invaded our home…They did to my father things…
Exactly what you saw me do to him! Did you do anything? Everything I did today, they
did to my father! I am the only child of my father and mother. My father was the only child
of his father and mother. My mother was the only child of her father and mother.
We called ourselves, ‘the only one.’ Mr, Mrs, and Jr. only one. But now – you are looking
at the world’s biggest orphan. Go and thank that man Ssaasi’s tribe!
OMO In my next life, I’ll refuse to be born unless I can choose a tribe.
KADOGO My father tried saying all that, but the gang that invaded our home denied
that it was based on tribe. ‘You can be any tribe you want Mister, we are here to
make you eat your words.’ Be what you are - the man was a teacher, who sometimes
criticised government system. What they did, they gave him a job. Simply.
He changed his song. Proposed life presidency for the man in the chair, and even
threatened to eat his shirt, if such a perfect presidency, a perfect gift from none but God,
ended before twenty years. So, they made him eat his shirt…
OMO Sickness!
Worse things happened…things that have been taking my head go this way and that
since…
OMO I understand.
KADOGO You better! My actions on that …er…Ssaasi, Mukamtagara, whatever –
That was personal! It was for my father.
OMO And mother KADOGO I’m not going to tell you my whole life!
Silence
KADOGO And you are worrying about that professional crook… I had to struggle
for my life. He ran away; that was my escape! Look at my neck; look. This is an animal…
Don’t even know how I still have my gun. Here I am. This is mud; not blood.
OMO I see…
KADOGO It is him who nearly killed me. Nobody killed, or got killed.
OMO So Ssaasi is alive?
KADOGO You want him, you go out there, you find him, you ask him!
I have not come to answer to you; I have come to go.
OMO Where?
KADOGO I don’t know...
Beat
If government troops find me, treason; Rebels find me, enemy. Real hostage situation!
I must run out of this country.

OMO To which country?
KADOGO To the one or two at peace – don’t care which.
OMO The money?
KADOGO spreads HIS hands to indicate the lack of it.
Are you going to grow wings?
KADOGO These legs, they can walk from here to the end!
OMO But - look at you…that combat.
KADOGO All I need is a dead body, and I have found civilian clothing.
OMO Undressing the dead! Wickedness.
KADOGO You want me to undress you!
OMO Kadogo –
KADOGO Because whether you Kadogo me a thousand times, I must go.
Hell is coming. I cannot be here waiting – for death.
OMO You are the one going out to meet it.
KADOGO I don’t care!
OMO You do; that is this hiding.
KADOGO Whatever is coming will find me somewhere else!
OMO With luck KADOGO You boy, luck and me don’t meet! I don’t know what happened, but luck?
Me? We quarrelled. Badly. If I pass here, luck passes there - far from me!
I’m out of this caveOMO That might be the mistake.
KADOGO The government is losing! Why are you making me shout? That is the only
reason that dictator, General Milambo would accept talks. His big speech:
‘I want to assure this nation, we shall follow rebels in the bush and leave them there’
is now full of holes, like the walls of this town. Mukamtagara, the rebel is going to
exploit the cease-fire; and fulfil his ambition to become the President.
OMO You are not God.
KADOGO This is up to General Milambo, and Rebel Mukamtagara - not God!
Silence. The rain comes to an end…
KADOGO After the rain always comes something!
OMO What is going to come now?
KADOGO You stay and find out!
OMO (Holds on to KADOGO). Stop scaring me!
KADOGO Stop holding me!
OMO Let me confess: better when you are in here with somebody. Don’t leave me.
KADOGO I cannot stay! If you want, follow me.
OMO I want to! But - God, end this –
KADOGO Omo, we are going out there. If we make it, good. If not, we tried.
If you don’t, I go on. If I don’t (Raises the gun), this is what you need!
OMO I am not a gunman.

KADOGO I can teach you how to shoot a gun.
OMO Toto…!
KADOGO I won’t tell your mother.
OMO Kadogo: guns and me, no. In our village, there was a training camp.
By secret I used to watch the training, from a rock. Hidden. I’ll never forget what
I saw one day. Our neighbour’s son, by accident, shot the instructor.
Poor boy was chased, caught, shot.
KADOGO Foolish instructor. First remove the magazine. (Does so, and puts it
in the pocket). No magazine, no bullets come. Then, cork. Like this...one hand here…
one hand trigger…shoot. In time of alert, keep safety catch on. Sign of danger,
remove catch…
Click.
OMO Menacing!
KADOGO Fire! (Offers gun) Try?
OMO Be serious!
KADOGO Each corking: bullet in, bullet out. In, out. Like this, like that; quarra-quarra.
OMO To handle a gun is to handle death.
KADOGO If you fear death, let’s go.
OMO Can we wait?
KADOGO ‘We?’ Sorry, bye.
OMO I am on my knees, please.
KADOGO You wait; I go.
OMO One more night?
KADOGO Waiting for-?
OMO My friend- my girlfriendKADOGO I thought I was looking at some wise boy running for his life.
All along you are some fool. A fool for a woman.
OMO Just one night. Tomorrow we go.
KADOGO What if there is no tomorrow?
Silence
KADOGO pushes OMO out of the way, and goes toward HIS place in the cave.
OMO talks after HIM…
OMO Have you ever loved a girl?
KADOGO There is no girl worth loving!
OMO Wrong. I love Tina…
KADOGO Love her! But if something happened to you, that NinaOMO TinaKADOGO Will she be there?
OMO Far as I know.
KADOGO You don’t know women.
OMO You don’t know Tina.
KADOGO How much did your Tina, ‘tina’ you?
OMO Tina and I were the best at history. We decided to come to the cave, to see a
place Stone Age people occupied. Even if rumours said this cave has ghosts.

Each time, however, there were no ghosts.
KADOGO Except hers, and yours.
OMO I like that! One-day boy ghost asked girl ghost to visit him at his home,
reassuring her he does not rape. Girl ghost shyly answered that she was not scared
of him raping her, because she knew he was not like that. Her fear was one.
She was afraid there would be no need for a rape, and she wasn’t ready for that yet.
KADOGO So sweet.
OMO Some women can be sweet.
KADOGO Then girl ghost and boy ghost?
OMO Then the eyes met.
KADOGO Then?
OMO Eyes got into trouble.
KADOGO Then?
OMO Hands got into trouble.
KADOGO Then?
OMO Our everywhere else got into troubleKADOGO Ho! Ho!
OMO And that day, what happened in this cave is too scandalous for words!
Unforgetten. Unforgettable.That spot…us two were there – ashamed but fulfilled –
when she said, ‘Everyone is talking war. If war happens, do not be brave. Run.
Run to this place. I’ll do the same. And together we shall keep running…
My being here is her; I will wait.
KADOGO That one, she is worth it.
OMO One day you’ll find one.
KADOGO One day - school days- I did. There are women and women - but one day,
I saw this girl…The world turned. I loved her. I died a little for her. I wanted her.
I feared her. IOMO Fine, fine, you ‘everythinged’ her.
KADOGO Who is telling whom? Listen. Once, I was at the school gate, she appeared!
You know appeared?
OMO You want me to spell it?
KADOGO My heart: tu-tum, tu-tum, tu-tum. She smiled!
OMO What did you say?
KADOGO A vision.
OMO What you said, not what you saw! Okay, what did you say to this vision of yours.
KADOGO barks as HE did then.
OMO Wait, wait. Do not get carried away. I want to knowKADOGO That is what I did.
OMO barks like KADOGO did, in question form. KADOGO affirms, with
same bark.
OMO Like some dog?
KADOGO Like anything.
OMO And her?
KADOGO screams as SHE did then.

OMO This is war!
KADOGO I raised hands to apologise. Hands also - they landed on her breasts!
She threw her books at my face. Blood from my nose like water from a tap.
Strange thing is, I’m enjoying it!
OMO Is she enjoying it?
KADOGO She came home, to say sorry! I sit on the bed; she stands there. Doorway.
I’m stuck. But she helps me out. She moves over.
OMO Things are happening.
KADOGO To give a present OMO A present; the present?
KADOGO A tape.
OMO Oh…
KADOGO She tells me that whenever I play it: her, and me, we’ll be together. Like magic.
OMO Is this the song of last night?
KADOGO It is the song. I played there and then. My mouth, as we danced, it started
pouring things I did not know were in me. Telling her it was: the song of my life, the song
of always, the only song... And, little by little, she ended up on my bed.
OMO On the bed; in the bed?
KADOGO Not sex. This desire of my heart was lying there. So, so beautiful. Too
beautiful. I have never seen anything like that.
OMO Did you, or didn’t you?
KADOGO I said something I have not yet forgiven my self for.
OMO I want you?
KADOGO No.
OMO Let’s make love?
KADOGO No.
OMO Do you mind if I close that door?
KADOGO No.
OMO Have you ever done it before?
KADOGO No.
OMO If you are telling, tell!
KADOGO AMAR AKBAR ANTHONY is showing. Let me treat you to a movie.
OMO Ha, ha.
KADOGO She said ‘hm, upto you.’
OMO He, He.
KADOGO We matched, as the town watched.
OMO Hi, Hi.
KADOGO My feet and spirit, in the air.
OMO Ho, Ho.
KADOGO Laugh, because she said, ‘I bring you a special present, but - you prefer
Indian films.’
OMO Hu, Hu!
KADOGO Not laughing, I protest form here to anywhere! I beg to forget the film.
I declare films rubbish! Any film ever made. All films!
OMO But the real truth?

KADOGO Truth - I like films! Ever since. But see what they are doing to me now!
I find myself saying loudly, ‘rubbish!’ That, is when a man stopped a bicycle – a sport
bikeOMO Sports, sports bike- sorry not a school...
KADOGO He came at us. Waving a threatening finger.
OMO Which man is this now?
KADOGO Do I know?
OMO The girl, does she know?
KADOGO I thought so, but no, she does not know.
OMO So what is eating the man?
KADOGO My saying rubbish. But I said that between me and my girl. He heard, and
thought it was him. He shouted: ‘Do you think I am a civilian like you?’
His eyes loaded with anger. Reflecting terror. A dark horrifying anger.
An anger of all angers. ‘Run’ my inside says to me, but I’m out with a princess!
From nowhere, a pistol! On my nose! The street is watching...Then, he released a slap!
OMO Bastard.
KADOGO A slap made in hell.
OMO Mean animal.
KADOGO He matched off, daring me to call him rubbish again.
OMO That is when I can chew somebody!
KADOGO People standing there saying, ‘That man’s other name must be slap.’
Things like: ‘That slap is a world record…If slaps were money, that guy would
die a millionaire…The slap! It can crack a rock’
OMO That is people for you.
KADOGO All the the vicious creatures of this world: lions, rhinos, tigers, crocodiles,
snakes, wasps, bees – I tell you all; entered me. My head, it stopped working until I had
been recruited in the army. On the day of pass out, all I wanted was a gun. To come
back,
kill the thug, finish the story, by shooting myself!
OMO Sometimes life takes a person down there.
KADOGO Gun corked and ready, I went for my mission. But when I got there,
it was drinking time, so most men were away. Okay, I’ll ask for his drinking joint,
and target him from there. Neighbour says, ‘How do I know? Every house here sells
booze. This whole area is one large bar. Go ask the one he shares a bed with’ I did.
I went; I knocked. A pregnant woman opened…
OMO And told you the drinking place?
KADOGO No…
OMO Refused to tell you; smelling a rat?
KADOGO It was the desire of my heart!
OMO To-to! Do not say you shot her.
KADOGO No!
Beat.
How could I shoot her?
OMO What of your man?
KADOGO How could I shoot him?
Beat.
How could I shoot anything? You shoot when there is something to shoot for.

And for me, what was there? What was left to shoot? Pain…?
She was there – pregnant; I was there – poisonous! She was there…nothing,
but the ugliest thing I had ever seen.
OMO I hear that is called the thin line.
KADOGO Somehow, I turned. I walked away; somehow.
OMO Our man!
KADOGO She took action!
From this point, HE is ‘two people:’ HIMSELF, and HER. OMO is used part of
the passive KADOGO.
Follows me from the beginning of the barracks to the end –
I’m walking. She is wild like an animal with new babies - I’m still walking.
Her mouth spits fire - I keep walking: ‘You are going to walk away like that?
Saying nothing? You know you refused to listen to me. Remember - Remember
how I begged. But: stupid, angry, childish you, went to the army anyway.
You wanted revenge. Not me. You made a choice. I said if you go, I go.
I tried to threaten you. I told you if you go I’ll take the first man who approaches me.
Do you recall what you said?’ She hits me. ‘Do you?’ Hits again.
‘You said you don’t care! And that same man, your man, approached me - first.
Came to me, really sorry, apologised for his bad manners. Then took my hand, looked
me in the eyes, and said if I were to let him into my heart, he would never slap again.
So – spits bitterly - I also kept my bitter promise to you.’ Hits again and again.
‘Him. You. What is the difference? Show me. Show me, Olatunde…’
Pause
I have been there. What again can you tell me?
OMO Mistake wasn’t to love the girl: but to join the army, for the wrong reasons.
KADOGO I asked to quit; they refused. The army does not let go easily.
Once you are in you are in. I was in. Olatunde had become Kadogo.
OMO Ola-tu-nde! So that is your name…
KADOGO This Kadogo thing I picked up in the army - for my smallness.
The spirit that took me there died. The spirit for women, no more.
The only spirit left is the one, which wants to be me; the ‘me’ I was.
OMO My literature teacher was small, but her heart, her spirit, made her the biggest
person you could find.
KADOGO That spirit of mine is not ashamed to be running for its life.
OMO Run.
KADOGO To be hiding.
OMO Hide.
KADOGO To be committing treason.

OMO Ugh my friend, look at whom is fighting whom. No noble cause.
It is only treason if it is against your country. Not against mindless warlords.
KADOGO The spirit of Olatunde is running for life. No more, no less – no women!
I came for what is mine, that radio.
OMO ushers HIM on, but as HE goes for the radio OMO Kadogo, what does Olatunde mean?
KADOGO Honour comes again.
OMO You could start from that point.
KADOGO I try so hard. (Laughs) Funny. Those are Ssaasi’s words.
OMO (Laughs) Oh yes! (Laughs) What Ssaasi didn’t know, is that this honourable, ate
people’s bananas, using a gun, to avoid paying.
OMO Mother of my father!
KADOGO That, that gun trick, that is honourable!
OMO Are you still talking about those bananas!
OMO Didn’t you put terror in us with that gun? Didn’t you use it on my bananas?
Now even a joke about it is a sin?
KADOGO If it is joke, it smells.
OMO It is a joke, it smells, you ate my hard earned bananas.
KADOGO Hard earned!
OMO Cost me a whole watch.
KADOGO I gave you that watch of Ssaasi.
OMO It was a rakeKADOGO Looted things!
OMO You could have given me something else.
KADOGO Come and suck my blood.
OMO Something of value.
KADOGO I have no money!
OMO Something like – what –
KADOGO You are going to say this gun.
OMO I am going to say that radio.
KADOGO The- you think- (storms off)! No wonder my stomach is paining.
Where I come from, when you give someone something – especially something to eat –
don’t create a song!
OMO (Musing). Was that giving?
KADOGO Bananas, bananas, bananas. (Stuffs radio into OMO’s hands).
Radio, radio, radio.
But, OMO is struck by something about the radio, and puts it down quickly.
OMO No.
KADOGO No what! I forgot to kneel?
OMO I cannot.
KADOGO No, take it, if you think life is a radio.
OMO That radio, it speaks to me – almost.
KADOGO You boy, this radio was okay when I left. If anything is wrong, you.
Snaps it on! Music, as OMO stands there, shaking HIS head.
That is music.

OMO Oh no…
KADOGO If I didn’t know you, I would have said you are deaf. These ears of mine
hear music.
OMO Perhaps…
KADOGO Perhaps? Per-what? Perhaps you want me to dance.
(Dances) Mr. Toto, is it music now? I can dance up to sweating blood. You like this?
Or that? Or quarra-quarra?
OMO (To self) I know that radio…
(Turns of the music)! Friend of mine owned that radio.
KADOGO Now, I do.
OMO I gave it to her!
KADOGO I got it from her!
OMO picks up gun and knocks KADOGO over. Keeps trying to shoot him.
Realising it is futile HE attacks KADOGO and tries to strangle him with gun.
KADOGO gets out of grip with gun advantage.
KADOGO Let me show you.
OMO Yes! Yes! Do it. Nothing matters now. Shoot! Fire!
What a good way to end. Papa and toto, you are the best parents.
Tina, I love you. Hail Mary, here I come!!
KADOGO regards HIM for a while. When OMO comes to, KADOGO
has backed off.
KADOGO How will it ever end? Stupid me encouraged you to take the gun.
First person in your eyes, you want to shoot.
Removes magazine and this time exposes.
KADOGO This gun you see, friend Omo, carries no bullets… I use it to scare.
A deserter soon runs out of bullets. I had to find a trick. Now I am glad it is empty.
I could have been your first victim. And I thought you were the good one…Why…?
OMO First I apologise.
KADOGO That is not my interest.
OMO Then I ask KADOGO Answer mine; then ask yours.
OMO Because if I don’t - if you don’t - if we don’t clear this, in this cave, anything
can happen.
KADOGO Turn into a dog if you really want to scare me.
OMO There are two kinds of dogs. The one that folds its tail and runs from trouble:
and the other that shoots ears up and runs toward trouble. I belong to the second kind.
KADOGO Turn your mouth into action.
OMO It is not your size; not your this, not your that, not your quarra-quarra.
KADOGO Oh, it’s your toto! Sorry, your mother doesn’t scare me.
THEY regard each other.
OMO Look, deep inside, I do not like trouble; but there is a point, where the animal in
me comes out.
KADOGO ‘Toto!’ What a threat! And I have no mother to run to.

OMO This is real! As real as what I found when I went to check if my papa and toto
had survived the war. Graves, for friends. Nearly all the boys and girls I grew up playing
with. Now Tina as well? No. You are looking at someone whose life is worthless.
KADOGO But what demon tells you I’m the one who killed those friends…!
OMO I ask you, like person to person…
KADOGO Which one is the real you: the person or the animal?
OMO Like friend to friend...
KADOGO A friend should not shoot at a friend.
OMO Where is Tina?
KADOGO Under my armpits!
OMO That gun is empty.
KADOGO Like you.
OMO Plain. Simple. Where-is-Tina?
Picks up radio.
I gave this radio to a girl. You say a girl gave this radio to you.
This hand you see here, this my hand, wrote these words:
‘with permanent love, to dearest Tina.’
KADOGO Mine was Christina.
OMO Yours! You said yours! Please don’t say that.
KADOGO What do you want me to say? The girl I got it from…that poor girl,
she was Christina.
OMO And the world needs a school built for you alone, to work out one is the other...
Christina was Omoding’s Tina, as Omoding was Tina’s Omo.
She baptised me Omo; I baptised her Tina.
KADOGO Dark girl?
OMO Black beauty.
KADOGO Short hair?
OMO Natural.
KADOGO Large eyes?
OMO Beautiful like the moon.
KADOGO White teeth?
OMO Like milk.
KADOGO I will not add to the pain. I know not where she is.
OMO No, tell me the worst.
KADOGO Omoding OMO Ugh!
KADOGO Please I do not want to remember that time, and it’s ugliness!
OMO I swear, I want you to remember…
KADOGO It was something codenamed, ‘Operation College.’ Some diseased gunmen I
was with raided this college, set the boys on fire, and raped: girl to girl.
OMO Kill me. Otherwise, I’ll hunt you till the end, as long as either of us lives…
KADOGO I tried not to tell you.
OMO Let me use the best words possible: did you, or didn’t you?
KADOGO I’m not like that!
OMO You had her.
KADOGO Not me!

OMO I want to die.
KADOGO When it was my turn…I could not! I grabbed the radio; nothing more –
OMO Today is when I die; kill me!
KADOGO Apart from helping her escape!
OMO You want me to believe you.
KADOGO Not for her, for my mother! What you don’t know, Omo is that my mother
suffered that…The thugs who attacked home; three-of-them…! There, in eyes of my
father and me! You don’t know anything about me; so do not call me a rapist!
Stupid, like my father, who from that day bought another bed, and refused the poor
woman. She bought poison, and used it. You think I enjoyed that? Or what I
discovered in the garage? My father – hanging from a tie my mother actually
bought for him, wearing his best suit, and best shoes…
Hanging on one shoelace, a little letter: ‘Madness has invaded this home.’
I cannot again go on that way! I let that girl go in honour of my mother.
From then, I felt my mother’s soul rest.
OMO heaves a large sigh.
OMO Some people better bitter experiences.
KADOGO I do what I do for good - many times I fail.
OMO I want those beasts!
KADOGO Same mistake I made.
OMO Anything that will provide a gun, I swear to join. Army, rebels –
whatever the case maybe!
KADOGO If you join something for the wrong reasons, there will be lack of discipline
for it. Then you, and all, will suffer.
OMO I wish your gun had bullets - I’ll find one; I’ll also find those dogs!
And HE sets about it, but KADOGO restrains HIM.
KADOGO Bleeding others is bleeding our selves! As we talk now, they are not here.
They are where you want to go! Probably eating Satan’s left overs…
And let that be a warning to us all.
OMO Tell me the good devil that came for them.
KADOGO Three nights later, Fellows created time to ‘forget the war,’ a little bit.
They grabbed that same radio you see there, played the radio, joked, laughed, dancing
like they will never die…It just happened! A mean bundle of rebels attacked.
Ten, against all those; we automatically put down our guns in surrender. They asked for
the owner of the radio. The other nine quickly pointed at me, denying anything
about everything. I denied the bloody radio, saying it belonged to a girl… One of the
rebels said, ‘he must be the one.’ It took five of them to get me to a corner. I was
fighting, kicking, crying – praying. Clinging to life…Starting with the legs, they shot.
OMO Come on, you are standing on normal legsKADOGO They shot not me, the others! The nine who had messed Tina.

‘Join us,’ the rebels offered three times. I had no mouth to answer. I could only shiver
in that corner, mucus running like a downhill river. Rebels departed.
OMO The nine swine?
KADOGO Left to bleed to death - slowly.
OMO Bastards! They deserved what they got.
KADOGO But the way it was done!
OMO Who here called the other a saint?
KADOGO When I left there, I knew from deep inside me, I had left the army.
I did not ask anybody’s permission. I did not need it. I kept walking till I found this cave.
It is a time to either stay or go…
OMO Christina…Tina…tell me where she went to - if you know.
KADOGO Into the night.
Silence. Nothing more to be said. It becomes clear between THEM KADOGO
must go as indeed OMO must stay – a time for departure. KADOGO looks back and
forth from radio to OMO…decides to leave it. OMO reacts by giving it to HIM.
KADOGO takes a moment to decide…HE accepts it. OMO offers handshake, but with
gun in one hand, and radio in another, KADOGO can only return forearm in this
parting ritual…exit KADOGOA sudden outburst of war exchange. OMO curiously wants to see what is
going on…KADOGO comes in and hits the ground in cover.
Take cover! Down! Down!! Down!!!
HE rushes over, yanks OMO to the ground!
In a time of fire, stay down!!!
Stray bullet hits HIM. HE reacts slowly to it all. Seats in a crouched position
apart from OMO, who imitates the way HE is seated. BOTH are in some kind of stance.
It is over.
OMO Boys and girls…
KADOGO No escape.
OMO Men and women.
KADOGO Finished.
OMO Running up and down the place - amid bullets.
KADOGO Oh ancestors!
OMO The end of the world is here.
KADOGO Come here, Omo.
OMO Here, there, does it matter? Death is spread.
KADOGO Just come - don’t stand! Crawl. Bring that T-shirt with you, please.
OMO crawls over with T-shirt
Good boy. Now tie me tight.
OMO Blood! Oh nooo! Toto, toto, toto!
KADOGO It’s all right.
OMO When you have been hit!
KADOGO It…is…fine.
OMO It is not! Bullet catches you, you don’t even tell me.

KADOGO No reason to panic.
OMO This is- is- this- this what now!
KADOGO Casualty of war.
OMO Look I’m the creep. Why did you bother to pull me down?
KADOGO Stop the blood.
OMO ties HIM up around the waist
OMO That is my bullet. That is my death.
KADOGO Dying is not for me. I am not going to die.
OMO If you die you will see!
KADOGO Do not lose hope. To lose hope is to sin.
OMO I long for a time of sanity.
KADOGO Longing is hope. I’ll hold on to hope, and die with hope.
OMO Don’t say die! Please…
KADOGO I’m confident all will be well. And we shall live to have children.
OMO And I promise to tell my children not to kill your children.
KADOGO Omoding…
OMO Olatunde…?
Pause
You called me. Do not keep quiet, it scares! Kadogo (Shakes HIM). Talk. Laugh.
Cry. Olatunde!
KADOGO I am still here.
OMO Good.
KADOGO Dizzy…
OMO Lie down, good man, lie down.
(Tries to use helmet as cushion, but it doesn’t work.) What am I doing?
(Removes it and uses his body) What else, my friend?
KADOGO Fever.
OMO Tell fever to leave you alone.
KADOGO Sleep is taking me.
OMO Tell that sleep to go away. You hear me? Far. This is your territory.
KADOGO You better start running.
OMO Out of the question.
KADOGO Go.
OMO Unless you are coming with me.
KADOGO I will be a burden.
OMO I don’t desert my friends in this fashion.
KADOGO Nice. Not wise.
OMO Don’t preach! Going is death; staying is death.
From the outside: the sharp screaming of a woman, Vs the laughing of a man.
THEY run into the distance – a shot in the air! Laughter…
KADOGO Go!

OMO No!
KADOGO I said go!
OMO I said no!
KADOGO You want to end up likeOMO I want to slap that mouth!
Checks HIMSELF in time…!
KADOGO Slap, but I see danger.
OMO This, this place here, this bloody place…is where danger of any size,
or colour, or shape, will find us then. Like this. You and me. Together.
KADOGO What good are two dead bodies?
Silence. KADOGO is gone, as OMO establishes when HE three times
raises KADOGO’s hand, and three times it drops – in a fatal manner.
OMO When God created this earth, all was so glorious…
But as time went forth, in streamed strife and stress!
In those earlier peaceful times, happiness is what was abound…
But in the wake of days, misery crept in, to confound!
This world, friend, has so changed. It is now so estranged.
Our world is no longer what it was, owing to the ceaseless wars!
Oh, were it possible, by whatever means, for God to eradicate warNo, banish warlords!
SSAASI (off) Hands up all of you. It is over.
OMO remains unmoved, and ignores SSAASI. HE rests KADOGO down. SSAASI
enters with gun, gumboots, still in the same jean, a fancy jacket, but with an army beret.
Hands up before I shoot. Mikono juu!
Still ignoring ‘the intruder’ OMO commits sign of the cross.
The gun, I want that gun!
OMO makes room for SSAASI to take the gun. After which, HE puts HIS gun onto
OMO’s head! OMO unshaken, chooses to pray. But as HE does this, SSAASI sings.
Whereas this is done at the same level, OMO aims to pacify KADOGO’S soul,
SSAASI aims to taunt it! OMO recites the second part of HAIL MARY, SSAASI sings
GO TELL IT ON THE MOUNTAINS…SSAASI relaxes gun.
SSAASI Brave boy.
OMO I didn’t kill him.
SSAASI I care.
OMO He was caught in crossfire.
SSAASI Everything ends. Even Kadogo!
Death; death is the thing! Where were his talisman things?

OMO Unearth your father and mother; perhaps they have the answer!
Silence
SSAASI That hurt.
OMO I hope so.
SSAASI threatens OMO with gun on the head again.
SSAASI That really hurt.
OMO I really hope so.
SSAASI Don’t go there again!
OMO I’m waiting, shoot.
SSAASI hits OMO with knuckles on the head.
SSAASI Traitor. But, you saved my life many times. Whether you knew or not,
you saved me – until the last minute, when you washed your hands – but…I forgive you.
OMO See him. Thinking that gun makes him God - rebel all along.
SSAASI Who says? When I ran from that little nothing, I fell into rebels! They want to
Rough me, but I use the name Mukamtagara. They take me to check. It is my brother’s
wife – in combat! She says it is true my story. They show me how to cock (does so),
shoot! (actually fires). They hand me a gun. I just joined today. We are the new liberators.
OMO Look at you. Look at us. Look at this country. So this is what we get?
SSAASI This is what we get what?
OMO You wake up as…you know what you were – the sun has not even gone down,
you are a so-called liberator!
SSAASI And more liberators are still needed. I can take you to be recruited - like that.
Joining takes a minute. Time to change things in this country.
OMO Another Animal Farm?
SSAASI If you want a farm of animals, no sweat. Main man is my brother.
Chance of your life. Riches, from now on, I tell you.
OMO Thank you, but - N, O.
SSAASI You saw with your own eyes what happened to me.
OMO Shall I take out my eyes?
SSAASI Take your chance to become powerful like nothing!
OMO If we all become gunmen, what will become of life?
SSAASI Life? I see very little in here. Only a dead body and a half.
OMO For people who have reached where I have, death is just another word.
SSAASI And life is another one. We go.
OMO What about him?
SSAASI Let him come if he can walk.
OMO Look at you. I despise you. I’m talking about burying him - at least.
SSAASI Using what? That helmet? The gun pieces I see there?
What will you use to dig? Your hands, or your teeth!
OMO This man deserves decent last respects!
SSAASI Do it! Bury! That was not my reason of returning to this cave.

Out there we are marching into the city. I branched for a mission.
A personal matter.
OMO You had come to kill him.
SSAASI I…think so, yes.
OMO I tried to murder him; you return to kill him.
SSAASI I had come to show him the animal he created.
OMO Poor man was scared like you and me.
SSAASI To spit in his mouth.
OMO He played tough for his own sake!
SSAASI To make taller.
OMO So sickeningly sad.
SSAASI Be there thinking you can make me care for that man.
Be there thinking anything can.
OMO He is dead; you are alive!
SSAASI You think because he loved me?
If I hadn’t cried for a toilet. If he had not been foolish to believe me.
If I had not stayed in the toilet up to when he came to check.
If I hadn’t hidden up, like a commando - a cowboy. If I had not attacked
when he reached the door. I would not be here. I would be down. Below.
Trying to lie to my father why I left school. With my mother saying: ‘leave the boy.’
If I had not played suicide…!
OMO See that gun, it carried no bullets even!
SSAASI If I had known- if I had known!
OMO He died in my place, kill me in his.
SSAASI They will give you a place in heaven; him, I wanted to send to hell myself.
OMO Even what is left of him only, is better than you and I…
And I wish to bury him, even if it kills me.
SSAASI Wake up, Omo. War is war. People die. Get out and see. I came here
jumping over dead bodies. I counted sixty-four! All fresh. Bury your man.
After him, go and bury them all. I challenge you.
OMO You must have been born feet first. And the pity is, your parents could have
gone around proclaiming they had got a child. I see Lucifer.
SSAASI Sixty-four! Like that. One time. Like nothing. Gone.
And you are here abusing me. This is just another body. Body sixty-five.
Bury them all! Even if you bury morning and afternoon. You need thirty whole days.
Thirty like this. That is a month. Unless you can manage a mass grave…
War makes us just like Stone Age people.
OMO Empty talk from an empty head…
SSAASI employs his knuckle again.
You can do that, but Say nothing about the Stone Age people. Those people knew how
to live together. Make a good fire and share the warmth. Use it to keep away trouble

from animals. We use it to burn innocent school children, and villages. These drawings
you see were not a game. They were for studying the animals. These people got
together and protected each other. We get together and kill each other.
Tell me which is primitive?
SSAASI This is not a school, sir. Toto, your dead friend might hear me!
I’ll - leave you – but he won’t grow.
Gets to the exit, then…
Tell his silly little body how disappointed I’m at his death. Dying with someone’s debt
is not fair. I had returned, for us to measure manhood… I will take the radio.
OMO The radio - now that radio - it stays here, and that is that.
THEY grab the radio back and forth.
SSAASI I don’t think he bought it.
OMO It is his radio!
SSAASI See, he didn’t hear you.
OMO He is dead Ssaasi! (HE now has radio, firmly) Why don’t you let him be?
Okay, eat him and rest!
Silence
SSAASI I’ll (wields gun) no, I’ll put this gun down, and our fists will decide for us.
OMO Right now I fear nobody - except God.
SSAASI (Physically bullies OMO around). You want to fight? Not so?
You are challenging me.
OMO I can fight - if I have to; when I have to…but I am tired of it all.
SSAASI Use your eyes; he has my T-shirt.
OMO Ugh you took my socks!
SSAASI Then let me take his radio!
THEY hold it in struggle
OMO To take this radio; you have to take my life first.
SSAASI Say you want it for you.
OMO Fool. See and hear things one way.
SSAASI Everyone is a fool sometimes. You have become a foolish saint.
OMO And you a foolish liberator.
THEY lock a gaze.
SSAASI I’ll take this radio, and wait for his ghost to come and ask me why.
Cowboy never die.
OMO I’ll say this. And you may do what you want…Apart from promoting yourself
from thief to gunman, it seems you really are determined to steal all your life.
To die a thief; even after all you stole.
SSAASI pushes radio away in anger!
SSAASI Okay arrest me! I stole. So? In your clan, in your line of blood: from your first
grandfather to the last, was there not a thief? You come from a tribe that came from
a tribe that steals cattle; and you are here opening your mouth to the end of the earth...
Ugh, let me at least kick him!
OMO Kick him, and heaven and earth will meet.
SSAASI continually attempts to kick KADOGO’S body,
but each time OMO blocks.

SSAASI He messed my life.
OMO He saved mine.
SSAASI He took my life away!
OMO He gave me mine!
SSAASI One kick! Only one – as little – as him. Out of my way!
HE releases a kick replica to what HE suffered at KADOGO’s hands.
The effects on OMO are similar.
SSAASI He made my life small! As small as himself. Over nothing. Too much.
And I should live with that? Take that to angels! I’m human.
OMO Who am I? I did not create this world. Kick him. Kick.
Kick all you want. Kick him harder than he kicked you, or you me.
Not once. Not seven times. But seventy seven times. He might come back
to life, and beg you for mercy. Great ambition. Kicking the dead.
I say this to you, Ssaasi - Mukamtagara - whatever your name is;
if you do kick that man, that life-less body, live forever. Do not die.
You will not be accepted. The dead will reject you.
Silence…
SSAASI Be there thinking I fear the dead.
SSAASI goes to KADOGO’s body. HE rips off the talimans,
Sets them afire, jumps back and forth over the body as HE chants wildly…
SSAASI I said I would do the same for you.
OMO Make it quick.
SSAASI I am not talking about killing anybody! The bodies I have seen should be
enough. I’m talking about-facing life. Not in here, out there!
Random shooting from the out side, OMO is unmoved, drumming and cheering
and singing…SSAASI tries to pull OMO away, in vain.
People are out there celebrating; you are in here loving a dead body.
OMO Out there is a cave, in here is my world!

SSAASI suddenly screams, removes his jacket, ties it around the gun,
runs to where HE can see the out side, and joins the celebrations by making
ululations! HE talks back to OMO at intervals…
SSAASI Stop living in your head! (Ululates).
There is more to life than what you see. What you cling on to. (Chants)
Everything ends. Even this war… (Cocks gun; shoots in the air).
Even that pain. I live what life existence gives me. (Jigs and cheers).
You, you don’t know when to leave, when to stay. (Raises both hands and waives wildly).
The celebration fades… HE returns to OMO) Matter of choice. Staying, or coming…?
OMO goes to KADOGO…HE sets about resting one item after another on
KADOGO: gun, magazine, helmet, and radio... The only burial left in HIM...
Stay.

Wraps jacket around his waist, throws gun over his shoulder.
I’m gone.
At the exit, dogs howl from a distance, startling OMO.
Dogs… Just dogs.
OMO Dogs give me creeps…
SSAASI Exits
OMO Oh God…
OMO turns on radio, which plays the song that KADOGO proclaimed as his ‘life.’
HE exits. The light and the song fade slowly, with a focus on the body…and then out.
End

